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Introduction

The Aksumite kingdom is known, inter alia, for its silver and gold coinage, and
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for the export of gold. Until today, however, it is not known
the silver Conference
for the coins came from, as no silver mining is known from the“Movements
Aksumite in Ethiopia,
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realm; and in addition, the origin of the Aksumite gold is the subject
of an 2012 (Wolbe
ongoing scholarly debate. In Ethiopian Studies until recently
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knowledge” (even if wrong) that Tigray does not possess gold
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Indicopleustes (around 550 A.D., s. Wolska-Conus 1968), that the Aksumites
The Mikael Iyasu Library: Mekelle
had to import gold exclusively from remote regions outside their realm, which
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could only be reached by several months of travel. These territories are often
on Docu
identified with Wellega or Beni Shangul, where important International
deposits haveWorkshop
long
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been known. Another possibility is the gold-rich region of Kefa.
Research
Institute, Debre
A preliminary ethnohistorical study undertaken by Wolbert Smidt
in 2008
in collaboration with Habtom Gebremedhin from BOFED MekelleIllustrated
included aConference Re
short documentation of traditional peasants’ gold mining in
rivers and Workshop
other
International
on “Cult
areas in Tigray, for example in Tembén.3 In 2011 a small-scale ethnohistorical,
at Mekelle University, 15 M
numismatic and geological study4 was started to document the traditional usage
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of such mining areas (including possible oral traditions) and to produce a
Ethiopia,
metallurgic analysis of samples for Mekelle University in order to in
identify
the University of
(Andreas
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origin of the metal supply for the Aksumite coinage. The following text
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focuses on local traditions of gold mining and gold washing
with the“On
aim the
of History and C
Mekelle University, 17-18 M
– Zeus
WELLNHOFER)
1 Associate Professor (PhD), Department of History and Cultural Studies, Mekelle
University.

Gebremichael Nguse (BA) is a mathematician and research assistant.
2 See on this, Yohannes Gebreselassie: Where is the ancient gold field / market of Sasou?
(Unpublished paper), with interesting references to a former southern territory called Sasoge.
3 Presented at the German Archaeological Institute, Cairo, in April 2010 and Vienna University
in June 2010. – I owe special gratitude to the geologist Habtom Gebremedhin, now at Dilla
A Journey to Central and Western
University, for his friendly communication on areas in Tigray and surroundings with gold
occurrence (see his map below) and first information on traditional goldDid
panning.
the gold of the Aksumites or
4 This research report was first presented at the workshop on craftsmanship and jewellery at
ongoing research on local
Milano Hotel, Mekelle, organized by Muluwork Kidanemariam and the Tigray Chamber of
(Wolbert SMIDT, in collab
Commerce (November 2012). – An agreement on this small-scale research was concluded
between Mekelle University and Vienna University in 2011; the ethnohistorian Wolbert Smidt
(Mekelle University) is responsible for organising the local documentation, and the
numismatist Wolfgang Hahn (Vienna University) for organising the metallurgical analysis of
the samples and work on the implications for numismatics. The following text is based on the
research by Wolbert Smidt in collaboration with the field assistant Gebremichael
Nguse; theof research pro
Selected abstracts
results of the research by Wolfgang Hahn will be treated in separate publications at Mekelle
at Mekelle University
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evidently in contradiction to the established scholarly opinion that gold was
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imported by the Aksumite state from far-away countries.
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research– on
potential location
of the ancient “incense land” of Punt,
shows the occurence of gold-bearing rivers in Tigray, based on actual
geological data (in light blue). Gold panning in these rivers belongs to the
informal sector of the economy and is Research
– and was –and
an important
aspect
of the
Expedition
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peasants’ livelihood in these regions. Peasants and especially their younger sons
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and
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the Rdry
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Did the gold of the Aksumites originate in Tigray? A report on
ongoing research on local traditions of gold mining in Tigray
5 Wolfgang Hahn will present this research to Mekelle University when the analysis is finalized.
(WolbertGebreselassie:
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with GEBREMICHAEL Nguse)
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6 Cp. Yohannes
Where is the ancient gold field / market of Sasou?

(Unpublished paper).
7 Cp. Hiob Ludolf, A New History of Ethiopia, Sasor 1982, p. 30f.: gold is “found in the shallows
of the rivers”; p. 6: “Metals they also have; but chiefly Gold, did they
know howAbstracts
to find and
Research
dig it forth”.
8 Wolbert Smidt – Habtom Gebremedhin: The lands and hinterlands of Punt – observations
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sediment soil taken from the shores of the rivers. The sediments contain gold
dust which is usually collected in small plastic bags, slightly mixed
remains
Derejewith
Feyissa
– Markus Virgil H
of soil. This is an important income supplement which assures theResources
livelihoodin the Horn of
of the peasants in many areas – who in this way deliver gold cheaply
(i.e. Balázs)
(SZÉLINGER
slightly below the price of the international gold market) to jewellers who have
to respond to the traditionally high demand for gold jewellery in Tigray.
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Fig. 1: Map courtesy of Habtom Gebremedhin, BOFED

Examples of current traditional gold mining / panning
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The following passages present three areas which are known for their
traditional gold mining and panning. It should be noted here that only areas
are presented where gold mining is, according to local peasants,
practised
very and Western
A Journey
to Central
traditionally and is not a new phenomenon. In some areas of Tigray, there is
Did(sometimes
the gold ofnew
the Aksumites or
new and larger-scale gold mining going on, leading peasants
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research on local
settlers) to a change of their livelihood, and in some cases even linked to the
SMIDT, in collab
outbreak of unknown diseases possibly due to poisonous properties(Wolbert
of the soil.
Reports on the use of harmful chemicals which are known from other
countries’ gold mining areas are rare, as there is no real “gold rush” going on,
at least not yet. This fact, the authors suggest, may be linked with the fact that
gold mining here is nothing new, thus not sensational at all, and in this sense
has had the chance to get integrated into the yearly life Selected
cycle ofabstracts
the localof research pro
at Mekelle University
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Fig. 2: Gold panners in the
Werci River during the dry
season, photo April 2008, by
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Wolbert Smidt Reports

A Journey to Central and Western Tigray (Dietrich RAUE)
Did the gold of the Aksumites originate in Tigray? A report on
ongoing research on local traditions of gold mining in Tigray
(Wolbert SMIDT, in collaboration with GEBREMICHAEL Nguse)
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The example of the Werci River

Dereje Feyissa – Markus Virgil H
Along the banks of the Werci River in Tembén, Tigray, one can observe
thein the Horn of
Resources
activity of gold panners especially during the dry season. As all of
them are Balázs)
(SZÉLINGER
peasants, periods between harvesting and the next ploughing are the most
attractive times for gold panning, which assures a small additional income. Soil
is for example collected from the soil deposits nearby the Werci River; in some
The
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cases deep holes are dug when the soil is found to contain
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Dereje Feyissa – Markus Virgil Hoehne: Borders and Borderlands as
Resources in the Horn of Africa. Woodbridge 2010
The example
of Yeḥa Balázs)
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Until recently, Yeḥa was not known to scholars as a site
where gold Reports
could be
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found and where traditional gold washing is practised. In fact, however, gold
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Smidt 160
From Ambivalence to Acceptance – International Conference on Azmari
in Ethiopia, University of Hildesheim, 6 − 8 January 2012
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Workshop “On the History and Culture of the Horn of Africa” at
Mekelle University, 17-18 March 2011 (Carsten HOFFMANN
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This finding of gold in the ancient political centre of Yeḥa is of major historical
Research and Expedition Reports
relevance and contributes decisively to ongoing scholarly debates. As
mentioned above, Laurel Phillipson (2006) recently formulated the hypothesis
A Journey to Central and Western Tigray (Dietrich RAUE)
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of the presence of gold in the wider Aksum area, which was rejected by John
Did the(2008).
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One phenomenon still remains unexplained: the fact that the gold found
on the slopes behind the Great Temple seems to be a mixture of natural gold
Research
Abstracts
(gold dust and small gold nuggets) and, to a smaller extent,
of processed
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One evident possibility is that the artificially processed gold particles are to be
linked with élite graves near the temple, e.g. gold originally
to
Derejebelonging
Feyissa – Markus
Virgil H
decorated clothing or other precious material which has long since
vanished.in the Horn of
Resources
But in fact many of the processed pieces of gold often do not(Sshow
any Balázs)
ZÉLINGER
particular shape (see fig. 5 below). This could argue that the slope may have
been the site of an ancient gold workshop. Gold dust collected from the
surroundings would have been processed here; and some small broken and
th
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The example of Aksum

Interestingly, foreign archaeologists active in Aksum during recent decades
have not encountered information on any kind of gold mining in the environs
of Aksum; also gold findings such as the recent ones in Yeḥa (see photos
above) have been generally unknown from excavations until very recently10
to Central
(Phillipson 2009, pp. 15, 37-8, and 122, however, mentions A
“a Journey
single particle
of and Western
Did the
of the
native gold” found in an archaeological site in the neighborhood
of gold
Aksum,
as Aksumites or
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well as having observed a case of gold panning). Together with the
claim research
by
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Cosmas Indicopleustes in late antiquity that Aksum did not produce
gold, this
seemed to suggest that Tigray is not a gold-producing area. This in turn seems
to fit with an observation made during the small research project undertaken in
2011 by Gebremichael Nguse in the framework of the study described above:
After an initial successful field work on gold mining in nearby Tembén, his
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A Journey to Central and Western Tigray (Dietrich RAUE)
Did the gold of the Aksumites originate in Tigray? A report on
ongoing research on local traditions of gold mining in Tigray
(Wolbert SMIDT, in collaboration with GEBREMICHAEL Nguse)
Fig. 6: Gold panning at the Rama River, June 2011, photo courtesy of Gebemichael Nguse
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These observations also lead us to other questions: Might it be that since
ancient times the Aksumites have developed a habit Dereje
of notFeyissa
disclosing
– Markus Virgil H
information considered to be sensitive to outsiders (which includesResources
even otherin the Horn of
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